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For the Ask 
Everyone likes- organization, structure, focus, clarity 

Needs to answer: 

• Why me?  
o You were there in the past 
o You are one of the handful of people we can count on 

• Why now? 
o Things are not the way we planned 
o Fill the gap (not a sinking ship) 

• What will it do? 
o 1 sentence; avoids people tuning out with too much detail  

5 STEPS 

1. Know exactly what you want (with numbers, dates) 
2. Prepare the conversation (with team- pick best answers) 

a. Write down responses to 15 questions 
b. Add to list of questions as needed 

3. Deliver with confidence (stand up, eye contact, no distractions- use papers only as a leave 
behind reference for donor) 

4. Reiterate what you think you heard 
5. Plan next move right then- specific 

a. Offer date, time, method (home/cell) 

3 sentence ask (clarity- confused donors don’t give) 

______, you have (compliment, service, giving- why them). You understand (why this/special connection 
to request). Would you consider a gift of ___ for/to ___. QUIET.  

Vibrant options for giving 

• Create 3-5 overarching options for giving 
o What do you think the donor is interested in supporting now?  

Make the ask their idea 

1. Start conversation with key questions totally focused on them/their company 
2. Make sure conversation is 75% them talking or more 
3. Be in listening mode with solid eye contact, no distractions 

a. Wait for questions to come to you 
i. “Since you asked...” 

 
For the Donor 

1. They give to us for only 1 reason- passion for the mission 
a. Crave stability; stability is a memory and a goal 
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b. Donors are the ones needing things now 
i. Comfort, stability, optimism; be the immovable mountain for donors 
ii. Ask “What can I do for you?” 

c. Emotional satisfaction of giving needs to be greater than the comfort of keeping it 
2. Want 1 thing above all else- Respect 

a. Show that they are needed, wanted; show them their importance 
i. Highlight their unique contributions 
ii.  Act as if they are the only donor 
iii. Celebrate milestones 
iv.  Treat them as investors in mission 
v. Donor is hero (not nonprofit); donors are looking for a guide (plan) 
vi. Personalized stewardship 

3. Donors want to hear from you 
a. Importance of communication; not just for an ask 

i. Examples 
1. Holiday, birthday card 
2. Call ‘just because’ 
3. Thank publicly when they’re not expecting it 
4. Call to ask for advice 
5. Ask donor why they give 
6. Ask why they stopped giving 

Be as passionate and sincere as they are 

Listen carefully, leave in car (no distractions) 

4. At a minimum, thank donors 
a. Listen to understand 
b. Let donor define when and how they are thanked appropriately 

i. Varies by donor (scale)- give them 1 step more than what they asked for 
c. Personalized communications 

i. Add something personal for yourself; vulnerability, authentic, comes from the 
heart 

d. Look for opportunities to make them feel special 
i. Example 

1. Southwest Airlines and couple flying to adopt first baby 
a. Everyone on plane signed napkins with advice for couple 
b. Staff made signs at airports welcoming couple, including 

connecting flights 
2. Kids camp 

a. Postcards from kids mailed to donors 
5. Focus on donor’s priorities 

a. Avoid “we need you”; focus on what we can do together 
b. Donors give to an average of 4.5 charities 
c. Tell donors impact of their giving 

6. Donors want to be better, stronger, faster 
a. No game-winning touchdown; every gift counts, not just the “last” one 
b. Give sense of wonder 

7. You are important to the donor 



a. Find a way to make your message understood 
b. Reputation has momentum 
c. Find/be a mentor; don’t go through it alone 

Stewardship Ideas: 

1. Annual report 
2. Blog/newsletter to relay impact 
3. Celebrate anniversaries (e.g. call on anniversary of largest/first gift) 
4. Donor profile accuracy, updates 
5. Event stewardship plan 
6. First time gift thank you call 
7. Handwritten notes 
8. Reach out to legacy donors, monthly donors 
9. Appreciation post 
10. Phone to thank donors 
11. Quick response to complaints 
12. Refresh online gift response 
13. Survey donors, ask them what they think/for advice (e.g. what do they think events will look like 

in the future) 
14. Invite on tour- seeing is believing 
15. Understand donors’ motivations, more listening 
16. Video, personalized thank you 
17. Welcome package 
18. Thank donors and volunteers how they want to be thanked 

 
Communications 
Communicating during a crisis: 
Make a Plan--> based on snapshot; where you are now 

Your Plan= 

• Your budget as your originally planned (FY or calendar year) 

• Where you are to-date 
o Revenue you brought in and from what sources 
o What you expected to bring in and from what sources 
o What did you receive to-date and what you predict you will not receive (event revenue, 

grants, etc.) 
o What is your gap until the end of the year? 

*all about numbers and the gap* 

--> Go to supporters with numbers and gap (make sure board is on board and helps formulate plan) 

Tips for Communication: 

• Ask how are you? Your employees? Unique work from home situation? 

• Tone is important; mirror their tone 

• Keep it short 

• Videos/photos 



• Bold/italicize action steps 

• Empathy, understanding 

• Be a superior listener 

• List what your organization is doing to help others now 

• Always ask what can we do for you 

• 1-3 things you want to accomplish with the call and/ or meeting; focus 

Listen--> then inspire 

 
Integrate communication channels 
What does the donor experience? 
Need: 

• Clear, consistent messaging and tone  

• Buy-in from internal leadership to successfully integrate communication channels 

• Regular communication between fundraising and marketing 

Donors who interact with multiple channels have a higher lifetime value 

 

Identify objectives before tactics; strategy should be channel-neutral; use insights to guide campaign 
(past performance, what do your donors respond to, what’s worked for your organization or others) 

 

Data and Channel Strategy 

• Who is the audience? Who are we trying to reach? 

• What channels are we on? 

• What will they be getting/seeing? (with each channel) 
o Mail- components of the package 
o Email- how many and when 
o Search- what keywords? Brand? Competitive? 

• Are we doing any testing/splitting? 
o Different messages for different audiences 
o Testing creative? Messaging? 
o Include some audiences in parts of the campaign, but not others? 
o What action are we looking for people to take? (e.g. renew, give for the 1st time, give for 

the 1st time in a while, no gift- just feel thanked) 

Creative Strategy 

• What’s the problem? 

• What do people think about the problem now? Donor mindset. 

• What’s the solution? Incorporate donor.  

• What story are we telling? 

• What’s the single most important thing/SMIT? 

• What do we want people to think, feel, do? 

 



 
For Your Organization 
Use virtual tools to connect with donors- stewardship (separate document available- “Updated tools 
handout”) 

People are more selective about their content- increasing need to get their attention and appeal to their 
priorities 

• Video email** 
o Bombbomb.com (gmail or Outlook) 

▪ Record messages straight from inbox or use branded stationary (consistent with 
org logo) 

• Keep videos to 30-60 seconds 

• Authentic thank you or thinking about you message, touchpoint 
▪ Can use chalkboard to write donor’s name to get attention right away- 

personalize! 
▪ $470/year (with nonprofit discount); multiple account users 

Change is a Process- Change Management 

• How we prepare, equip, and support individuals to successfully adopt change in order to drive 
organizational success and outcomes 

• Identifying organizational culture, opportunities, audiences, supporters, detractors, risks, and 
mitigation strategies 

Define the Problem and the Why 

• Define the problem that needs to be addressed 

• What are we changing? 

• Why are we doing it (relate to vision) 

• How do we define success? 

Impact Analysis 

Organization “temperature check”; what do people think they’re winning/losing 

• Overall assessment of landscape 

• Understand audiences, different views 

• Stakeholder confidence 

• Early engagement 

• Informs communication planning 

Layout/chart message to all segments (include messaging/specific language, dates/timeline for each) 

Communication Basics: 

1. Tell them what you know 
2. Tell them what you don’t know 
3. Tell them what you’re working on 

*focus on facts and establish regular communication cadence 

 



Overall Reporting Checklist: 

• Executive summary of giving 
o % of active donors 
o # of gifts, avg gift size 
o #/% renewed, reactivated  

• Second Gift Conversion (10 year look to evaluate trends) 
o 40% of donors giving 2nd gift; many orgs lower 
o Revenue attached to metrics 

▪ What is your 2nd gift conversion?** 
▪ Current stewardship practices 
▪ Strategize on ways to increase 2nd gift 
▪ Measure quarterly 

• Attrition 
o Gave 1 gift 
o Gave 2+ gifts 
o Net new donors; many orgs in negative 

• Long-Term Donor Value 
o # acquired in 2011 
o # gave to-date 
o # gifts to-date 
o Avg revenue/donor 

• Consecutive Years Giving History 
o 2-10 years 
o Loyal donors 

▪ Planned giving prospects 

• Recency, Frequency, Monetary 

o Over last 36 months 

 
For Your Coworkers 
People of color, especially women of color, are actively conscious of others’ perceptions on top of the 
pressure of success and desire to change perceptions 

Daily triggers--> burnout, leaving field 

• Get questions about their credentials, personal life 

• Constant conversations surrounding their age, race, gender 

Institutional culture is the barrier- not issue with professionalism 

Action Steps: 

• Create safe space for people to share what’s going on with them 

• Provide training/opportunities to develop career 

• Ensure that WOC are in the room; identify/call out when they aren’t in the room 
o Also applies to anyone else that should be in the room 

• Review all levels of hiring process 

 



Check in with teams/departments- what’s working, what’s not working? 

Organizational changes could possibly impact an individual’s sense of self/how they identify themselves 

• Be understanding of staff anxiety 

• Think about what motivates coworkers, leadership 

 
For Yourself 
Your thinking has the greatest impact on your outcomes, but how your thinking works may be invisible 
to you 

Daily journaling to learn how your thinking works (professionally and personally) 

Journaling Questions:  

1. What do you really, really want more than anything? 
2. What is standing in the way of having what you want right now? 
3. What am I believing to be true? 
4. Do my beliefs align with my goals? 

Great Leaders Thinking Strategies 

1. Challenge their beliefs 
a. What is it that I believe to be true? 

i. About the situation, competition, etc. 
2. Resourceful 

a. Do I tap into all the resources that I can? 
i. Don't see a shortage in resources 
ii. Everyone has something to offer 

3. Focus on what you really, really want 
a. Identify what you’re looking for and find it 
b. Don't lose sight of what you want 

Suggested Books: tinyurl.com/AFPICONbooks 

Twitter: @thewhinydonor 

 

 

 

 


